PRESS RELEASE

Young Printmakers League

Working Proofs
16 June – 30 June 2017

1 June 2017—Mulan Gallery proudly presents Working Proofs: Young Printmakers League 2017, a
group exhibition showcasing works by 11 talented artists. The exhibition will run from 16 June 2016 to
30 June 2016.
The Young Printmakers League is a Mentorship Programme started back in 2016, it is supported by
Noise Singapore and curated by Joseph Chiang of Monster Gallery. The aim of the apprenticeship
programme was to change the perception of printmaking as an art form, from a craft steeped in tradition
and steadfast beliefs to a more fearless and boundary pushing art form. Thus the previous batch of
mentees were encourage to inject new ideas and to break a few rules to create prints beyond its
traditional method in this changing world we live in.
The show inspired a whole new batch of over a hundred young applicants for this year’s open call.
After a few gruelling weeks of interviews, 11 apprentices were chosen. They went through a series of
workshops on various techniques of printmaking. In the process, they have to conceptualise what they
would like to work on after these workshops. Throughout the programme, the apprentices were
encouraged to explore new ideas and experiment new ways of printing. They were advised to use
unconventional ways of printing and materials to print on, without losing focus on their original intention.
These works were created during the five months mentorship programme under the tutelage of Joseph
Chiang of Monster Gallery.
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Exhibition Details
Title of Exhibition:

Working Proofs: Young Printmakers League 2017

Period:

17 June to 30 June 2016

Exhibition Opening:

16 June 2016, 7 - 9pm

Venue:

Mulan Gallery, 36 Armenian Street
#01-07
(off Loke Yew Street)
Singapore 179934

Contact:

T: (65) 6738 0810
E: enquiry@mulangallery.com.sg

Initiated by

In Support of Youth Arts Participation:
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Artist Bio
Alexa Ong (b.1988) is a Singapore-based Illustrator, with a Diploma in Interactive Media design and
BA in Mass Communication. Due to her interest in a wide range of the arts, in 2013 when she saw the
potential to marry her love for words with her passion for drawing, she was prompted to start her own
illustration label, Wood&Lead. Her illustrations aim to reveal a quirky space in this world—between
dreams and reality. Her first showcase of illustrated products and zines produced under Wood&Lead
were well received in the Tokyo Art Book Fair 2013, Japan. She subsequently exhibited in local art
and publication exhibitions, and was invited to do a solo pop-up at the Little Drom Store, Singapore,
in 2015.

—
Artist Statement
The driving force behind this series of work is to create a poignant portrait of dementia by capturing
the slow corrosion of one’s identity, in print. This piece of work is dedicated to my late grandmother.
Utilizing a monotype printing technique, it allows me to create portraits of my grandmother that are raw
and intimate. With my immediate emotions put down directly onto the printing plate, I wish to reconcile
my feelings of helplessness whenever I search for a sign of semblance in this person whom I have
grown to know, but who no longer knows me. By combining monotype with collagraph print techniques,
it allows me to add another dimension to this body of work, to draw viewers inward to experience the
inner turmoil a dementia patient has to confront every day. In this series of portraits, parts of my
grandmother’s face remains familiar, while some are hazy, distorted, and heartbreaking.

Memory of Departure
Series of 6, 2017
Monotype on Paper
Approx. 110 (h) x 61 cm (framed)
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Artist Bio
Cassandra Koh (b. 1992) is an inter-disciplinary artist who graduated from LASALLE College of the
Arts with a degree (First Class Honors) in Fine Art (Painting). She is a recipient of the Winston Oh
Travel Award and recently had a first solo exhibition Multitudes in Carnival at Esplanade (Commwall).
Her works deal with the complexity of identity through the lens of metamodernism. As an SG50 artist,
she was commissioned to create large-scale murals at Taman Jurong and Siglap South Community
Center. She has exhibited her works at Lasalle, *Scape, Marina Bay Sands and The Coffee
Connoisseur, Singapore. She is also a passionate part-time art educator.

—
Artist Statement
Inspired by Carl Einstein's "personal mythology", the artwork Who Says Doo-Doo Can't Be A Tiger? is
a reaction to society's incessant molding of one's identity and belief. Who Says Doo-Doo Can't Be A
Tiger? acts as a pseudo ancient board game to toy with the idea of creating my own alternate reality
and re-aligning my spiritual beliefs.

Who Says Doo-Doo Can't Be A Tiger?, 2017
Print on Fabriano paper, polymer clay, glazed terra cotta and acrylic
Dimensions variable
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Artist Bio
Crystal Dawn Fong (b. 1992) is a recreational art maker by night and a gallery manager by day. She
enjoys spending a couple of hours during the weekends having fun with her carving tools and sketching
out ideas. To her, there is much pleasure in seeing each piece of linoleum transform into something
pleasing. She also finds delight in the repetitive motion of carving. Crystal graduated with a Bachelors
of Honors from Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (Painting), and worked predominantly with oil and
enamel paints during her term at the art academy.

—
Artist Statement
This series of works take a critical viewpoint of my social and cultural surroundings. My work
reproduces familiar visual Icons, arranging them into new conceptually layered pieces.
Singapore is said to epitomize multiculturalism. Growing up, we are exposed to different cultures, and
though most of the time we try and understand certain people’s racial beliefs, sometimes we just can’t
comprehend a certain ethnic group’s way of life. As we pride ourselves for being a united country
regardless of race, language or religion, we don’t usually question one’s way of life and just adapt
or compromise.
So it was a shock to me when my partner who is very westernized started questioning my family’s very
Chinese upbringing. This caused many arguments between us as we fail to understand each other’s
culture. I also started to notice how my partner always stands out in public situations, due to her
outspokenness and her different outlook on Singapore social standards. Making this series of works
helped me to better understand her views on certain points she has made in the past.

HDBs Are All Grey And Dreary

I Want Kopi C

Series of 4, 2017
Linocut and Silk Screen Print on 250gsm printmaking paper
30 (h) x 40cm (Framed: 32 (h) x 42 cm)
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Artist Bio
Darel Seow (b.1989) is a visual storyteller who illustrates the tales of the natural world through his
unique brand of wry wit and whimsy. An illustration graduate from Central Saint Martins College of Art
and Design, UK, he believes in the draw of storytelling as a means of engagement, creating
experiences that simultaneously excite and educate. Most at home amongst plants despite living in the
city, he is currently preoccupied with the paradoxical implications of nature as both nurtured and natural
in Singapore - the garden city.

—
Artist Statement
On a quest to explore the artificial greenification of Singapore, I traipsed around the island procuring
wood in a magnitude of forms. The very essence of a tree, wood was an ideal representation of nature.
The unassuming collection initially appears to be homogeneous, but closer inspection reveals a mixture
of natural and processed wood. This mirrors the situation locally, where the line between the built and
natural environment has been progressively blurred.
Each relief print was carefully tailored to bring out the unique surfaces of individual objects, reminiscent
of scientific documentation. Akin to the cabinets of curiosity, these prints hang tightly packed,
meticulously labelled, and judiciously catalogued. This visual record collectively captures a temporal
portrait of green Singapore.
But is nature nature or nurtured? Calling into question Singapore as garden city, the work will invite
viewers to consider their complicity in the greenification of Singapore, navigating for themselves how
green has and can be redefined.

An Enquiry into Wood, 2017
Relief Print on Fabriano Paper
Dimensions Variable (11 Pieces)
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Artist Bio
Jamie Teo (b. 1995) is an arts manager whose research interest is in the preservation and
documentation of heritage, finding a way to let the past live in the present. She is drawn towards
creative placemaking and strives to prove the importance of the self. As an embroidery artist, Jamie
seeks to immortalise words in thread. She has always been enamoured by books and literature of
every genre. Jamie draws most of her inspiration from the likes of Sylvia Plath, Maxine Hong Kingston
and Margaret Atwood, although she holds a special place in her heart for Singaporean works like Alfian
Sa’at’s Arithmetic, Alvin Pang’s What Gives Us Our Names and Boey Kim Cheng's Between Stations.
Jamie prizes process over the end product in her works and the medium of embroidery draws her
closer to her grandmother. Jamie lives and works in Singapore although her soul yearns for the
Californian sunshine.

—
Artist Statement
Lest We Forget (2017) memorialises my maternal grandmother to highlight the idea of remembrance
— lest I forget who you are and lest you forget who you are. Going against the ‘Great Man’ theory, I
seek to prove the influence of any and every individual. I am always uncontrollably brought to tears
when I speak of my grandmother and by way of making the linoleum plates, I carved out the imprint
she has left on me through every passing day. This work seeks to prove the importance of personal
histories and to give voice to individual narratives. This is my act of remembrance.

Lest We Forget, 2017
Linocut print on calendar paper and tears
64 (h) x 43 cm each (framed: 91 (h) x 61 cm)
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Artist Bio
Jocelyn Leow (b. 1994) is currently a student in Lasalle, pursuing her Diploma in Fine Arts, majoring
in Printmaking. She is also a part-time Tattoo artist at Horikawa Tattoos. Her passion in finding new
methods of printing has led her to explore different canvases and mediums.

—
Artist Statement
Many people think that tattoos are a form of body art. Simply put, they are a form of visual art on our
body. While appreciating it visually, many a time people forget about the hidden meaning behind one’s
tattoo. My work is not only an expression of the inner self, tattooed onto the outer self, but it is also a
confession to my family about my hidden tattoos. Trying to change their mindset is a way for me to
question the stereotypes, level of acceptance and unwritten rules which have formed throughout
the ages.

Inoutter-self, 2017
Silkscreen print on Textile
207(h) x 78 cm
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Artist Bio
Jolene Lum (b. 1996) is currently pursuing her B.Sc (Hons.) in Physical Sciences at Yale NUS College
and is a Peer Writing Tutor at the Yale NUS Writers’ Centre. She obtained her International
Baccalaureate Diploma from the United World College of the Adriatic in Duino, Trieste, and returned
to pursue a liberal arts education in Singapore as a Yale NUS College Faculty Scholar. In college,
Jolene is a research associate at the Department of Chemistry, runs the Photography Club and the
Scientific Society, and sings for the Yale NUS Barbershop Chorus- probably the first mixed barbershop
chorus in Singapore.

—
Artist Statement
I probe the idea of mismatch to yield dysfunction. The point of departure of this work was Tolstoy’s
short story The Three Questions, in tandem with the economy of function and meaning of images that
have come to dominate our social consciousness. The combination of quotidian objects for the prints
on display was chosen to tickle the notion of biblical, visual, and literal genesis of meaning, conflict,
and dysfunction. We seem to deal with mismatch – it’s alright if bananas are now the forbidden fruit –
we make adjustments and try to have it work. Most of us make concessions, in fact, for mismatch in
matters from work to gender to clothing to lovers to inopportune times to geographical space. If allegory
does not take its leave, how do we answer the king’s questions?

Candle Shrub

Forbidden Hands

Hairdryer Snake

Series of 3, 2017
Linocut Prints on Calico, Plywood Frames
32 (h) x 100cm
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Artist Bio
Joscelin Chew (b. 1992) is a Singaporean artist who graduated with a BA Fine Art (Honours) from
Goldsmiths College, London in 2015. She is interested in the practice of walking—the experience of
the walking process disrupted by the medium format camera, which serves as a mediating device
between the image and the experience. Her practice questions the concept of spaces and explores
ways of looking at images. Since graduation, she has presented her work in various exhibitions
including OH!pen Call (2016) in Potong Pasir and eco.me as part of iLight Marina Bay (2017).

—
Artist Statement
Speak explores the beauty and subtlety of silence through investigating various ways of understanding
and perceiving silence. Each individual print is an evidence that suggests to the viewer a common
thread of silence. I often get questioned about being quiet during my everyday encounters which
appeared to be a negative interpretation of silence. However, I believe that silence is not necessarily
negative and for it to exist, there needs to be sound. Silence can be considered as a language that
conveys what cannot be translated entirely through words. Can we see silence? Can we hear silence?
Does silence exist?

Speak (detail)
Series of 16, 2017
Monotype printing, screen printing and linocut on various surfaces
Dimensions variable
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Artist Bio
Judith Lee (b. 1988) is a freelance graphic design consultant who has worked with Singapore Grand
Prix, Golden Equator Consulting and a variety of startups in her events and branding work. She is a
part-time teaching assistant for South East Asian Art History in her alma mater, the School of Art,
Design and Media in Nanyang Technological University, where she examines historical and cultural
contexts in regional artefacts and art. She sees western calligraphy as a happy fusion of her love for
literature and aesthetics, and actively shares her passion for practicing traditional western scripts in
informal local meets and online platforms.

—
Artist Statement
The title of this artwork references a line my mother would ask each day before I leave the house, and
this artwork uses symbolic placemats to celebrate the family unit: where diverse personalities interact
on a daily basis to create the space I call home. By using placemats to draw on the larger societal motif
of bonding over meals, I hope this allows viewers to reflect upon their own experiences sharing their
meals with those they identify with as family. Each print is made from the arrangement of materials I
associate with each of my family members into patterns that reflect everyday habits, while the white
lines distill the lessons I’ve learnt from each of them. We are an accumulation of our everyday
interactions, and this work is my tribute to the people who have had the largest influence on my path
thus far.

“Are You Coming Home For Dinner?”, 2017
Collagraph prints, Acrylic, Wood
20 (h) x 20 cm (5 Prints) (circular wooden mount: 88cm)
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Artist Bio
Samantha Ann Francis (b. 1989) is a journalist by day and photographer by night. She believes in
crafting meaningful stories alongside experimental analogue-style photography. Her works have
previously been showcased at Singapore Art Museum as part of the Noise Singapore Apprenticeship
program, in collaboration with Lomography Asia, in local publications such as Catalog magazine and
in exhibition spaces like Artistry Café. She is also one of the few up and coming pre-wedding
photographers in Singapore who specialises in shooting on old-school analogue film.

—
Artist Statement
This work is propelled by the memories of my late grandparents, in exploration of words that were left
unsaid. The reason for using instant photography ties in with the idea of memento mori. In the words
of Susan Sontag, “Photography also converts the whole world into a cemetery. Photographers,
connoisseurs of beauty, are also — wittingly or unwittingly — the recording-angels of death.” Instant
photography is an apt medium because each image only has one truly original copy, and the moment
captured is as fleeting as life itself. For the audience who view my work, my objective is to leave them
with a sense of urgency for the fleeting passages of time, of memento mori (latin for remember that
you will die). Hence, speak the words embedded in the vestiges of your hearts; or forever hold your
peace when it’s too late.

Lost Words, Found Love, 2017
Traditional letterpress on Polaroid transfers
42 (h) x 29.7 cm (2 Pieces)
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Artist Bio
Ow Ting Quan (b. 1994) is a visual artist currently pursuing a (BA) Hons in Design Communication at
Lasalle College of the Arts Singapore. He is obsessed with emotional concepts drawn from his
ruminations as he constructs metaphorical visual that blends concepts with materiality. He anchors his
works in duality, indulging himself to further pursue meaning in the subtle nature of everyday life,
melding it together with his own contemplations and observations, bringing forth ideas to intrigue
the subconscious.

—
Artist Statement
A piece of paper remembers its folds; a body of water takes the shape of its container—akin to our
memories and their temporal nature. My exploration of ephemerality sprouts from the idea that
memories are impermanent, where emotions manifested are fleeting, yet remain etched in space. This
metaphorical construct embodies an anamnesis as the flow of time decays and muddles the
inestimable sentiments that I constantly find myself immersed in—to relieve and survive the
inevitable losses.

Holding on, 2017
Silkscreen on paper, water, acrylic, rubber and cotton
48 (h) x 53 x 41 cm
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